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October is upon us and the
cycles continue — the colors
of the treetops shifting,
the close of the 2015
Milwaukee Film
Festival and the arrival of
this year’s Mary L. Nohl
Fellowship cycle (see
interview with Polly Morris
on the Nohl Fund below).
A number of renovations
throughout the community are
underway as well, whether it
be the Milwaukee Art Museum’s
reinstallation wrapping up as

it considers purchasing
O’Donnell park, the
ongoing Lakefront Gateway
design competition, the
restoration of the
longstanding “Symbol of
Resilience" mural, or the
formerlyvacant Finney
Library now being transformed
into an arts incubator by
Matt Bohlmann with tenants
including Reginald Baylor.
There are some great shows
opening this month too.
We hope you enjoy the view.

https://us11.campaign-archive.com/?u=20d2b12b9b48c1a69b7a1de78&id=c45d8b31dd&e=e35ece749f
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OPENING: How to Make a Liar's Pie
After showcasing his unique brand of social commentary in
"Performing for Cyclops," a group exhibition of contemporary
video art in the summer of 2014, Brooklynbased Kambui Olujimi
returns to Milwaukee for a solo show at The Pitch Project in
Walker's Point. Six videobased multimedia installations
inhabit the gallery. Says Olujimi of the exhibition, "there's
a slippage between the world you're watching and the world
you're walking into." Highlighting the proliferation of short
form communication in our everyday lives, the work on view
addresses the "inevitability of autobiography in the 21st
century." He challenges the notion of the individual as self
contained when really, "we're all built by consensus." It's a
dense show and a slow burn that will require multiple visits.
If you already plan on attending the Mary Nohl Fellowships
exhibition at INOVA this Friday, be sure to catch Olujimi's
show afterwards with an opening reception from 7–10 p.m. The
artist will be on hand to give an informal talk in the gallery
at 8 p.m.
@ The Pitch Project, Oct 9, 79 PM

https://us11.campaign-archive.com/?u=20d2b12b9b48c1a69b7a1de78&id=c45d8b31dd&e=e35ece749f
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OPENING: INFO+
Mary L. Nohl
Fellowships for
Individual Artists
Exhibition
OCT 9, 58 PM
INOVA

SCREENING: INFO+
Louis Henderson
Oct 9, 7 PM
Microlights

OPENING: INFO+
Conrad Bakker 
Untitled Project:
FREE BEER!
Oct 9, 69 PM
The Ski Club

OPENING: INFO+
Kyle Seis: Searching
the Sky
Oct 13, 67:30 PM
INOVA

SCREENING: INFO+
To See the Sky with
the Naked Eye
Oct 13, 7 PM
UWM Union Cinema

LECTURE: INFO+
Artists Now! Guest
Lecture Series:
Korean Panel
Oct 14, 7:308:30 PM
Arts Center Lecture
Hall

PREFORMANCE: INFO+
MILWAUKEE, WI:
Chris Thayer
Oct 14, 89:30 PM
Green Gallery West

OPENING: INFO+
After Image
Oct 16, 59 PM
Greymatter

FESTIVAL: INFO+
00000 GHOOST $HOW VI
Oct 24
7+ Locations

https://us11.campaign-archive.com/?u=20d2b12b9b48c1a69b7a1de78&id=c45d8b31dd&e=e35ece749f
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Past Issues
Scott Wolniak:
Landscape Record
Oct 25, 35 PM
Lynden Sculpture
Garden

LECTURE: INFO+
Talks by 2015
Nohl Jurors
Oct 29, 6 PM
INVOA

LECTURE: INFO+
Lisa Sutcliffe
on "SHOCK"
Oct 30, 8:3010 AM
Milwaukee Art Museum

Work from 2014 Nohl Fellow Emily Belknap: Cornfield, 2015

This month,
capacity as
administers
Fellowships

Open View sat down with Polly Morris, who in her
executive director of the Bradley Family Foundation
the Greater Milwaukee Foundation's Mary L. Nohl Fund
for Individual Artists program.

Open View: What were some goals of the Nohl Fund when it was first
developed 2003?
Polly Morris: We first put this together back in the period after
Mary Nohl died in 2001. At that time, one of my main concerns was
https://us11.campaign-archive.com/?u=20d2b12b9b48c1a69b7a1de78&id=c45d8b31dd&e=e35ece749f
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that artists seemed to be leaving Milwaukee in droves. Another
Past Issues
concern that first became apparent to me when I was working in the
dance field, was choreographers who don’t have their own companies
have the same problems as the visual arts, in that they can’t get
money as individuals. This problem was particularly bad in
Milwaukee. Milwaukee is a place where most philanthropic dollars
are going towards institutions. And even back in 2003, it was clear
to me that the structure of a 501c3 is a huge burden to impose and
it certainly did not fit the model for individual artists.
OV: You cofounded Danceworks after moving to Milwaukee, how did
this experience influence your vision of the Nohl Fund?
PM: I was particularly interested, as someone who wasn’t from
Milwaukee, in building as many bridges as possible with the outside
world. Visual artists and choreographers have similar needs in
terms of space and touring their work. One of the things [I
wouldn’t have said perimeters and parameters doesn’t make sense?] I
borrowed from the dance field for the Nohl Program was the Suitcase
Funda way to support Milwaukee artists as they took their work
out into the world. I think that part has been extraordinarily
successful. Over 250 artists have received Suitcase funding over
the years, and they’ve traveled all over the world. Because the
Suitcase uses a different selection model than the fellowship
(fellows are chosen by a panel of jurors; Suitcase awardees are
chosen by whatever institution has extended an invitation to show
or screen, and as long as artists have a legitimate opportunity and
we have funds left, we give them the money) we have been able to
fund a very diverse group of artists.
OV: What are some of the connections you have witnessed develop?
PM: I’ve always been interested in seeing how the jury connects
with artists who don’t necessarily win the fellowship. Anne
Kingsbury was chosen as a fellow this year after applying on and
off for years. Several years ago, in 2008, there was a juror,
Laurel Reuter, who was really interested in Anne’s work after
seeing it during the jurying, so we arranged a studio visit and she
went on to offer Anne a show at the North Dakota Museum of Art.
That became a long relationship independent of the Nohl but now it
has come back full circle, because Reuter wrote the essay about
Anne for the 2014 Nohl Exhibition catalog. I love to see things
like that happen. It’s not just about the exposure, it really is
about the connections.

https://us11.campaign-archive.com/?u=20d2b12b9b48c1a69b7a1de78&id=c45d8b31dd&e=e35ece749f
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OV: This year is the first time the funding structure has been
Past Issues
altered. What is the reasoning behind this change?
PM: Well, there are a few things that made us change it. One of
them was that when we started this back in 2003, $15K was a lot of
money for a program like this and $5K was a nice amount for
emerging artists. For a long time, it seemed that artists preferred
that more people receive the Fellowship than that we increase the
size of the award. But we have done a lot of research about the
dollar amount for regional fellowships like this one and found that
we were falling behind. We decided that it would be best to hand
out fewer fellowships but increase the size of the awards. We are
curious to see what kind of effect that has.
OV: The exhibition element of the Nohl seems to be a great yearly
snapshot of Milwaukee artists.
PM: Yeah I’ve always seen the exhibition as a sort of outreach, not
just to the artist community, but to the larger communityan
opportunity to see the work of local, practicing contemporary
artists. I don’t think Milwaukee has enough of these opportunities.
Even some of the smaller project venues who try and show local tend
to have exhibitions that can be ephemeral and hard to get to.
Rarely are they at the scale of what artists can achieve for the
Nohl exhibition.

Open View is compiled and published at the start of each month by
Ashley Janke, Paul Oemig, and Nate Pyper. We'd love to hear from
you –– shoot us an email with your questions and suggestions.
View this email in a browser.
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